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Transition From Deck Rail to Stair Rail

Using Our Square Top TR600

Choosing the right stair rail design is a great way to add safety
and functionality to your homeowner's deck. Our Round Top
TR100 and Flat Top TR600 are excellent ways to add a beautiful
finished look to any deck railing project.

Here are 4 best practices when installing our railing system on
stairs:

1. When you're transitioning from a deck rail to a stair rail,
it's important to have a grab rail that meets code. Our
Square Top TR600 is not only designed to meet grab rail
code, but also to look similar to our popular Flat Top TR200
and Add-A-Top TR400.

2. If your stair rail runs longer than 5ft, you'll need
intermediate post fittings (IPF) on all intermediate posts,
creating a continuous hand rail which is required by code.

3. Our extended end plate kits are designed to make it easy
for you to transition from a TR200 top rail to a TR600 grab
rail on the stairs. Do this by attaching the extended end
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plate to the terminating end of your TR200, then secure to
the side of the top stair post using the included painted
fasteners. Finally, attach the TR600 to the top stair post
using a rail connecting block (RCB1).

4. When attaching RCB1s to posts, first attach them straight
then use tin snips to cut off the exposed RCB1 tab for a
clean, professional look.

If you have any questions, our sales representatives are here to
help. From start to finish, they'll assist with takeoffs and make
line drawings so your designs and materials are accurate.

Call us today for your next quote

Protection Meets Curb Appeal - Patio Cover
Flat Pan

Our 6" x 2-1/2" Patio Cover Flat Pan can span up to 19' from
house to gutter/beam at a 25 psf snow load. This provides a
sleek, refined look, especially after adding a ceiling-mount
accessory like a fan or lighting system using our fan beam. This
combination gives the homeowner an optimal outdoor
experience in all four seasons.

Visit our website for more information
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project!

Have you recently finished a patio cover project with our
products, or will you be starting one soon? We would love to
feature you and your company on our social media and in an
upcoming newsletter.

If you have a beautiful location and design, contact our
Marketing Coordinator and we'll come out to the jobsite to
photograph and video your project.
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